


Correct definition

Fill in the circle next to the correct definition for each word.

bag

pot

cage

pet

tent

dig

a soft container used to hold things

a strand of twisted fibers made from wool

an animal kept in the home as a companion

to make a hole by removing dirt

a deep round container used for cooking food.

a shelter held up by poles, attached with stakes

a box or space closed in by wire or bars

a doctor for animals

an animal with a wide, flat nose, four short legs

a mark, such as a stain

to use up completely

a material used to protect a floor
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Correct definition

Fill in the circle next to the correct definition for each word.

ride

clog

meal

huge

hump

chip

to hold out of sight; keep from view

to be carried by a vehicle or animal

very small, minute; miniature

a small piece broken, cut, or chopped off

to move in a smooth, steady stream

a surface that is straight and even

to swallow a liquid

of very large weight, size, or amount

to repair or fix

to block passage along or through

a rounded lump found on the back of a camel

a time at which food is prepared and eaten
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Correct definition

Fill in the circle next to the correct definition for each word.

farm

one

sheep

hand

red

nest

a building where products are made by machines

an area of land used to grow crops or raise animals

the end part of the leg

used by a bird to lay eggs and rear young

a large number of

the color of blood

animal with hooves, hollow horns, and long, curly hair

part at the end of your arm that has fingers and thumb

a place where sick or hurt people go to find care

being a single thing or person

the color between black and white

animal that lives in water and has fins for swimming
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Correct definition

Fill in the circle next to the correct definition for each word.

hole

broom

mouse

glass

flag

goose

an opening or hollow cavity in something

a high, steep face of rock or earth

a hard, clear material used to make windows, bottles

a large mammal with long legs and hooves

a device for sweeping

a piece of armor worn or carried on the arm

a rodent with gray or brown fur

a deep, rounded dish used for holding food or liquid

a water bird with a long neck and legs

an open, shallow metal container for cooking

a cloth used as a symbol of a country or organization

animal with two wings, two feet, a body with feathers
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